
 Word-of-Mouth auction 
 

 
For an exceptionally rare unfinished 1985 
painting by Australia’s highest living artist, 
Sharon Davson. 
 
Two paintings were recently re-discovered.  ONLY  
Creative People is available for sale with bidding options 
 in currency, real estate, diamonds and other of value 

Monthly instalments that can be spread out over  
an agreed time.   

 

 
 “Creative People is likely to create two 

world firsts: 
 

 “At its current bid or above for Creative 

People, this is likely to be the highest    
price paid for an unfinished painting  
by a living artist.  Sharon Davson  
started it  thirty years ago.  

 

 “The artist has agreed to finish the   
painting which would then, to our 

knowledge,  make it the first time a 
painting’s creation will have spanned      

30 years; 1985-2105.” 
 

 “Sharon Davson also has several other 
four figure sales to become public in 
August in association with The Davson 
art hotel venture. 

 
 The above could mean that the Creative 

People painting is likely to be the centre 

of much media attention concerning its 
seven figure offers / sale, and then its 
progress to a completed painting; after 

which it is likely to rise in value 
significantly.   

 

 
Are you going to be a part of this windfall? 
 

 An improvement on the current position in AUD$, other of Value 
including - real estate, quality vehicles, etc., or Time is likely to gain YOU 

this extraordinary piece, the accolades that will flow from it and the 

Investment Return. 
 

 Current Offer - Newcastle NSW: 
 

  $1.6 million in currencies and diamonds over 26 months                  
   

 

 Opening Position: 

$1.5 million   
 
 

 
 
Creative People presentation: 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3497378/1%20-%20Creative%20People%20%26%20Origins%20of%20F.pdf 

 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3497378/1%20-%20Creative%20People%20%26%20Origins%20of%20F.pdf


BID NOW email: sharon@davsonart.com   phone: 0416 026 426 
 
The painting will be declared SOLD, when <72  
hours (3 days) has transpired from the last offer,  
as long as that offer is above what is deemed 
acceptable in exchange in AUD $, valuable goods,  
real estate, reserve AUD$ amount; AND deposits  
Paid within a further                      
 

72 hours from that time.  (Otherwise, the ‘word of 
mouth auction’ continues until the above is 
reached.  Should a higher bid come in before the 
paperwork has exchanged and the deposit is paid, that 
bid can be accepted.  It is SOLD only after the 
paperwork is signed and deposit received.) 

 
DO YOU have real estate or other of value you would like used in an investment? 
 

YOU CAN.  For this recently re-discovered painting - after 30 years in storage! 
 

Please feel free to phone and discuss this or other opportunities with Sharon Davson 
on +61 (0)416 026 426. 
 
“Creative People is one of two works, both  
the same size (92 x 122 cm – 3 ft x 4 ft), that 
were started by the artist in 1985, and have 
been in various storage locations since that 
time.  They were recently re-discovered by a 
Sydney accountant and collector of  
Davson’s art who was very excited by the  
find, but could not afford the paintings.   
 
 “Interestingly, Davson only created a total  

of twenty-four in the 1980’s; even though 
she was running a professional studio and  

living solely from the sales of her art.   
It had serious value even then.  Most  
of these were sold before being created  
and have periodically changed hands from 
collector to collector for considerable sums 
rising into seven figures.  Her paintings have 
proved to be good investments for their 
owners, with values doubling very 
frequently.  It is becoming increasingly likely 
that many of these two dozen works held in 
various collections are rising to seven or even 
eight figure values.”   

 
The DropBox file includes many of the important points on Creative People with a Biography. 
 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3497378/1%20-%20Creative%20People%20%26%20Origins%20of%20F.pdf 
 

(You can SAVE the above to a file/s or overwrite an earlier one, then view in ADOBE Reader  
by selecting.... PAGE DISPLAY as TWO UP;  the COVER page will appear and  the other pages will display with 
pictures on the left, text on the right.) 

 

To BID NOW email: sharon@davsonart.com   phone: 0416 026 426 
 
(Of background interest, a current presentation  
on The Davson Art Hotel art is in DropBox, 
especially see pages 7, 19, 21 and 23.  These are 

small current pieces, however, the background 
information could be helpful.  Enquiries also 
welcome. 

 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3497378/1%20-%20A%20Wondrous%20Life.pdf 
 

In this project, I have been commissioned to create FOUR paintings in seven figure amounts each. 
This will be public in the media in August 2015.) 
 

All the very best.  
Thank you 
 

Contact:   Sharon Davson 
m:  +61 (0)416 026 426   

t: +61 (02) 4970 4111 
 

www.davsonarts.com   and www.davsonart.com  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbWGOgfjL3I 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-4N6_woc6I 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24SSTokqEGo 
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